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in this case, we published the algorithm in a way that is easy to verify, but not easily reproduced. we published it in order to give security researchers a way to verify it. we didn't publish it to give anyone a way to break it. this is the real point of
this operation, and it is why we published the algorithm publicly. it is not a kaspersky issue. it is something that any sophisticated attacker will be able to do. in our case, there is a relatively easy way to do it. if you have already noticed that
some of the files you downloaded can not be opened, it is because some of them are encrypted using a key that is only known by kaspersky lab. these keys have been used to secure all its products since the beginning of its existence and they
are used exclusively to protect the security and privacy of its users. kaspersky key generator is a software that allows you to generate these keys and to validate them. this is the only way to activate this antivirus without a license. kaspersky
lab not only tells its users that their files are encrypted with a key that is only known by the antivirus. it also tells its customers that this key is not the one used for its previous products such as pc tools, end point protection or internet security.
it is the only one that is valid and can be used on all its products that are still available. it is worth noting that the key that is generated by kaspersky key generator is valid for all versions of the antivirus. kaspersky key generator is a free tool
that allows you to generate a key file on your computer. this is the only way to activate the antivirus without a license. after having generated the keys, you have to validate them. this is the only way to activate this antivirus without a license.
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